Landcare

What’s this all about?
This manual is a guide
for members of the
Landcare community
who are either thinking
about starting to use
social media, or who
have been using it for a
while but would like to
learn more.

Instead, in the following pages you will find the most basic information

There are thousands
of Landcare, Junior
Landcare, sustainable
agriculture and
Coastcare groups in
Australia and each of
them will have different
needs and capabilities
when it comes to
using social media so
there isn’t a one size
fits all model.

you’ll need to do just that.

Preparing to step into social media

that will help you build a presence on social media and engage with a
new audience, using the most popular social media sites.

What is your goal?

We have also included information for those who would like a little extra

Before you start out you should have a clear idea of what your goal is

insight into some of the tricks and tools that make up these websites.

when using social media. Here are some goals that social media can

This will help you engage with people and get the most out of your social

help your Landcare group achieve:

media activity.
• Raising the profile of your group
We haven’t included the absolute basics of how to set up a profile
on Facebook, Twitter or YouTube. The best place to get that type of
information is from the sites themselves, so we have included all the links

This is by no means an exhaustive guide to social media, and by far
the best way to learn is by dipping your toe into the social media pool
and getting started! In the meantime, we hope this kit will help you
on your way.

• Attracting new volunteers
• Communicating with group members
• Communicating with the wider community
• Advocating for issues relevant to the group
(e.g. restoring and preserving habitat of native animals,
weed eradication efforts, etc.)
• Raising awareness in the community of local Landcare issues
(e.g. soil erosion, pests, polluted waterways, etc.)
• Knowledge sharing

What channels will you use?
Once you have a good idea of what your goals are, you need to
work out which social media channels would be appropriate for you.
Different social media channels will communicate certain types of
content better than others.
This kit outlines some of the key features of the most popular
social media channels – Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. You should
consider these when deciding to start up a social media profile.
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Facebook

Over one billion people like and comment an
average of 3.2 billion times every day. When you
have a strong presence on Facebook, your business
is part of these conversations and has access to the
most powerful kind of word-of-mouth marketing.
– Facebook

Introduction
Facebook is a social
networking platform
made up of millions
of personal profiles
of people who are
connected by adding
each other as friends,
where they can view
and share information
on each others’ profiles.
Facebook also allows
organisations and
groups to create pages
as a way of interacting
with individuals. People
can then become fans
of your page and follow
posts such as your
status, photos, videos
and links.

Basics

Glossary

• Facebook is free. All you need to sign up is an email address.

• Timeline: your chronological record of everything you have posted or

• When using Facebook in a personal capacity you will need to set up a
profile. When using Facebook as a group or organisation you need to
set up a page.
• In order to set up a Facebook page for your group, first you need your
own personal Facebook profile. Then you will set up your organisation’s

been tagged in.
• News feed: an ongoing feed of news from your friends and pages you
like – this is also your homepage when you first log into Facebook.
• Fan: someone who likes a Facebook page.
• Tag: when you tag someone in your post or photograph, this post or

page as an administrator. While it is technically possible to set up a

photograph will appear on that person’s timeline and in their friends’

business account or page without having a personal profile, there are

news feeds. People can control whether they wish to be tagged in a

severe limitations to the features you can access when doing it this

post or not.

way, so we do not recommend it.
• If you haven’t got a personal Facebook profile already, you can sign up
for one at www.facebook.com
• Multiple people can be added as administrators of your Facebook page
once it is set up, as long as they already have personal profiles too.

• Profile: A Facebook profile is used by individuals who link with their
friends who also have Facebook profiles. You can share photos and
updates and tailor the privacy so just your friends can view your
content. If someone wants to be your Facebook friend you have to
accept their request before they can access your content.
• Page: A Facebook page is used by companies, groups or
organisations. The content posted is shared publicly and anyone can
become a fan of your page by simply clicking to like it.
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Timeline
Your Facebook timeline
is your story. It contains
your photos, stories,
events and other
information you add to
your profile.

Figure 1.1

Figure 1.2

Place your cursor on the timeline to
add a past event, milestone, photo,
video, status update or question

Like

Comment

Shares

As you create posts, they will appear in the news feeds of your fans

Facebook also allows you to go back and populate past events in

and also sit on your timeline where people can go back and revisit them.

your timeline (Figure 1.2), which means you can add key dates in your

Your fans will be able to comment on, like or share your post with their

group’s history and use your Facebook profile as a historical record of

friends (Figure 1.1).

the group’s activities.
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Events

Photos

Figure 1.3

Figure 1.4

Creating events
You can add an event to
your page and invite your
fans, who can then RSVP
to indicate whether they
will be coming along. This
is a great way of sharing
information on your event
and getting an indication
of how many people will
attend (Figure 1.3).

RSVPs

Your event can be
private or public

Fans can write comments
or ask questions

• The event can be shared by your fans with their friends, which opens
up the potential to reach new people.
• You can send out a group message to those who have given an
RSVP to the event (e.g., you might want to send everyone a message
to remind them to bring a hat and gloves to your planting day).
• You can choose if your event will be invite-only or open to everyone.

• Photos that you post will appear in your timeline and people can tag
themselves in the photos, meaning that the photos will be visible on
their own personal Facebook profile.
• You can upload photos and organise them into albums (Figure 1.4),
which works really well when uploading photos from events such as
planting/weeding/fencing days, workshops or field days.
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Growing your Facebook fan base
Setting up and
populating your
Facebook page is the
first step on your social
media journey, however
it doesn’t end here.

Once this is complete you need to start working on building your

Figure 1.5

Facebook fan base. This won’t happen overnight and can take a
while, but to help you along your way, here are some tips that will help
you to drum up some followers:
• Make your content sharable, such as eye-catching photos or
infographics (Figure 1.5). This is the type of content that people like to
share with their friends and therefore exposes your Facebook page to
the friends and followers of those who share your content.
• Engage with your audience by responding to posts on your page,

Post quality
content regularly
When people like your
Page, they’re saying that
they care about your
business and want to
know what’s going on.
Posting relevant content
is the most important
thing you can do to keep
them interested.

asking your fans questions, thanking people for their comments, and
sharing content from other interesting pages.
• Follow pages that are relevant to you and your followers, so that you
have access to relevant content to share e.g.:
>> Media outlets – national and local
>> Local community groups and businesses
>> Similar pages to your own
>> National or international environmental or agricultural interest pages.

– Facebook

54 shares

76 likes
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Interacting with other pages
Social media is all
about conversation,
and interacting with
other Facebook users
and pages is the
ideal way to make a
conversation happen.

Figure 1.6

Figure 1.7

Interaction with others
will help you increase
your fan base and
have a successful
Facebook presence by
building relationships
with people and
organisations.

Comment made by another Facebook
page on Landcare Australia’s page

Landcare Australia’s
response

Here are some basic ways that you can interact on Facebook:
• Share content from other Facebook pages or profiles that you think
your fans would be interested in, including news stories, photographs,
funding opportunities, etc. (Figure 1.6).
• Be part of a conversation by commenting on posts that other people,
organisations or groups share on your page. This is a great way to
acknowledge others, build relationships, share your thoughts and raise
the profile of your own page (Figure 1.7).

Add your own comments
to the shared contents

You can share content
from other pages
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Figure 1.8

Figure 1.9

Tag pages and
people in your posts
This will allow users to
easily click through to
the profile or page that is
tagged, and is a great way
to properly acknowledge
who you’re talking about
or where you’re sharing
content from.

Type the @ symbol immediately
before the name of the page or
person you want to tag

When the name is highlighted in blue,
you have tagged successfully!

A list of names will
appear, and you will need
to select the correct one

• To tag a page or a person, type the @ symbol immediately
before their name.
• A list of names will appear in a dropdown menu, and you need
to select the correct one with your mouse (Figure 1.8).
• You will know that it has worked correctly when their name is
highlighted in blue to indicated it is hyperlinked (Figure 1.9).

Examples
To help you on your way, the following are some Facebook pages
that you may want to look at as good examples of how you can
use Facebook well to communicate with your audience.
Landcare Australia
www.facebook.com/landcareaustralia
Ask an Aussie Farmer
www.facebook.com/askanaussiefarmer
ABC Open
www.facebook.com/abcopen
Australian Women in Agriculture
www.facebook.com/AustWomenInAg
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Twitter

At the heart of Twitter are small bursts of information
called Tweets. Each Tweet is 140 characters long, but
don’t let the small size fool you – you can discover a
lot in a little space. You can see photos, videos and
conversations directly in Tweets to get the whole
story at a glance, and all in one place.
Source: www.twitter.com

Introduction
Twitter is a real-time
information network
that connects you
to the latest stories,
ideas, opinions and
news about what
you find interesting.
Simply find the
accounts you find most
compelling and follow
the conversations.

Basics

Figure 2.1

• Twitter is free.
• You will need an email address to sign up and this email address can
only ever be linked to one Twitter account.
• You can sign up for a Twitter account at www.twitter.com
• Choose a Twitter handle (your username) that is relevant and easy
for people to remember. The URL for your Twitter account will be
www.twitter.com/yourusername

Glossary
• Hashtag: Using the # symbol immediately before a word
highlights it as a keyword or topic.
• Handle: Your Twitter username.
• Mentions: Using the @ symbol immediately before someone’s
username/handle alerts that person that you have mentioned
them in a tweet.
• Reply: You can reply to someone’s tweet by clicking the reply

Features
Share your news by sending tweets of up to 140 characters at a time
(Figure 2.1).

button at the bottom of their tweet, and the reply will always start
with their Twitter handle.
• Direct Message: Also known as a DM, a direct message is a
private tweet that is only seen by the person who sends it and
the person who receives it. Note that you can only send a DM to
someone that follows you.
• Follow: Following someone means you have subscribed to their
Tweets and they will appear in your timeline (if someone has
protected their tweets they will need to approve you following them,
however it is rare to find an account with protected tweets).
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Images and video
You can attach images
to your tweet, however
people will need to
click your tweet for it
to appear (Figure 2.2
and 2.3)

Figure 2.2

Figure 2.4

Click “View photo”
to see the image
attached to the tweet

Figure 2.3
Linking to videos
You can link to videos
and a preview version
will appear when people
click on your tweet
(Figure 2.4)

We can see that two
Twitter profiles have
been mentioned in
the tweet because
there is an @ symbol
before their Twitter
handles and their
usernames are
hyperlinked

Two people have
retweeted this tweet

One person has
responded to
the tweet
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Timeline
Your timeline shows
how many followers you
have and how many
you are following.

Figure 2.6

Figure 2.5

When you first log into Twitter
you will see a feed of tweets
from the accounts you follow
(Figure 2.5). To see your own
Twitter profile, you need to click
on your account name or click
“Me” in the top menu (Figure 2.6).
You can personalise your

Click “Home” to see
your timeline – a feed
of tweets from people
you follow

Click “@ Connect” to see
a feed of tweets in which
you have been mentioned

timeline with a profile picture
and background image and
also include a description so
people know who and where
you are.
Click “Me” to see your
own Twitter profile

See how many accounts
you are following and
click through to see a
list of them

All these
areas can be
customised with
your own images

See how many followers
you have and click
through to see a list of
your followers
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Attracting followers on Twitter
It will take you a while
to attract followers on
Twitter, but the more
you use it and the more
you interact with your
fellow ‘tweeps’, the
more followers you
will attract.
Here are some basic ways

• Follow profiles that are relevant to you and your followers, so that you

Figure 2.7

have access to relevant content to share e.g.:
>> Media outlets – national and local
>> Journalists who write about your areas of interest
>> High profile individuals related to your areas of interest
>> Government Ministers or Departments
>> Local community groups and businesses
>> Individuals involved in Landcare or NRM
>> Similar profiles to your own
>> Environmental or agricultural organisations.

Click “Retweet” and your followers
will get the tweet in their feed

that you can drum up some
more followers:

Interacting with other people

• Make your content retweetable

Despite the short length of a tweet, it’s surprisingly easy to have great

– anything that is retweeted

conversations with people using Twitter. By conversing with people you

will expose your profile to new

share knowledge, learn from people and build your audience. Here are a

potential followers who may

few tips to help you get the most out of Twitter.

engage with you if you are
tweeting about something that
interests them.
• Engage with your audience
by replying and conversing
with people, and retweeting
where appropriate.

Figure 2.8

Figure 2.9

• Retweet other people’s content that you think would be relevant for
your followers (Figure 2.7).
• If you are talking about someone who has a Twitter profile, use their
Twitter handle to mention them in your tweet (Figure 2.8).
• Respond to tweets, especially if someone has mentioned you. Have
a conversation. It may seem strange at first, but as we’ve said before,
that’s what social media is all about (Figure 2.9).

Twitter handles start
with an @ symbol
and will alert that
profile that you have
mentioned them
Click reply to
respond by tweeting
back to someone
Your reply will automatically include
their Twitter handle to alert them
that you are responding to them
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Hashtags
Use hashtags (#) to
ensure you’re part of
the conversation.

• Using hashtags relevant to your area of interest is a great way to attract

Figure 2.10

followers and to discover people you might want to follow and connect
Using hashtags at events such as
awards, conferences or festivals
is a great way to contribute to the
conversation about that event

with (Figure 2.11).
• Twitter recommends using no more than two hashtags per tweet and
only using them when relevant to a certain topic.

Using hashtags
Topics can be as
broad as #Landcare,
#agchatoz, #farming or
#Coastcare, or more
specific things like #beef,
#weeds, #revegetation,
#gardening or #dairy.

• Often a hashtag is created around the topic of a specific event, which
allows people to have conversations on that event. For example,
#LandcareAwards, #landcareweek or #landcareconf12 (Figure 2.10).
• How to use hashtags:
>> Type the # symbol immediately before a word or phrase
(do not use any spaces).
>> The word/phrase will turn blue to indicate that it is hyperlinked
(Figure 2.11).
>> Anyone that clicks that hashtag will be directed to a list of

Figure 2.11

tweets that include that hashtag (Figure 2.11).
• Hashtags are used simply to
Follow relevant
hashtags

indicate that you are tweeting
about a certain topic, event or
news story (Figure 2.10).
• Hashtags are started by Twitter

Examples
Here are some good examples of Twitter profiles you can check

users themselves, so you will

out that are relevant to Landcare:

find that you sometimes use

Landcare Australia https://twitter.com/LandcareAust

hashtags that other users have

Caring for our Country www.twitter.com/C4oC

established, or sometimes you
may want to create your own.
• If you use a hashtag in a tweet

Hashtags in tweets
are hyperlinked –
click on them to see
a list of tweets that
include that hashtag

Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry
www.twitter.com/DAFFnews

and your account is public,

AgChatOZ https://twitter.com/AgChatOZ

anyone searching for that

Lynne Strong https://twitter.com/CHDairies

When you click on
a hashtag, a list of
results will come up

hashtag can see your tweet.
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YouTube

YouTube allows billions of people to discover, watch and
share originally created videos. YouTube provides a forum
for people to connect, inform and inspire others across
the globe and acts as a distribution platform for originalcontent creators and advertisers, large and small.
Source: www.youtube.com

Introduction
We all know YouTube
is popular, but did you
know that over 4 billion
hours of video are
watched on the website
each month?
YouTube is not only
a great place to find
interesting and relevant
videos that you can
share on your other
social media profiles,
but is also a great place
to house your own
videos, and you don’t
need to have access
to lots of professional
filmmaking equipment
to give it a go.

Basics

Figure 3.1

• YouTube is free.
• If you don’t already have one you will need to sign up for a Google
account here: https://accounts.google.com/
• You don’t need an existing email address to set up an account –
when you sign up you will get a Google account which will generate
a new email address for you.
• If you have a Gmail address already, you can use this to set up a
YouTube account.

Features
• Host all your video content on YouTube – it’s free!
• Set up a YouTube Channel – people can then subscribe to your channel

These areas can all be customised
with your own branding or imagery

and receive alerts every time you upload a new video.
• Your videos will appear in search results unless you decide to
make it unlisted or private. More information is available here:
http://support.google.com/youtube
• Personalise your YouTube channel with your own branding or imagery
(Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.2

Figure 3.3

Creating videos
You don’t need to be a
professional filmmaker
to use YouTube. Lots
of people make films
on their mobile phones
or camcorders.

Each video has a
dedicated URL

Share your video on
other social media
Share your video on
other social meda

• Once your videos are on YouTube you can then easily share them
with people using a dedicated URL, or by including it in your email
newsletters, on your website or by sharing it on your social media
profiles (Figure 3.2)
• You can also create playlists. This function allows you to group
related videos, and share the playlists with their own dedicated
URLs (Figure 3.3)

Each playlist has a
dedicated URL

Creating videos
• Even if you don’t have video editing software, you can still edit your
video using the YouTube Video Editor. This free tool allows you to
import your video clips and photos to create a new video which you
can then upload.
• Further instructions on using the YouTube Video Editor are available
here: http://support.google.com/youtube
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Getting started – generating content
Now that you know
what you need to
establish a presence
and get started, you
have to start thinking
about generating
content. One of the
most important things
to consider when using
social media is what
sort of content you are
going to share with your
fans and followers.

Here are some examples of the sort of content you might want to share:

Figure 4.1

• Information on upcoming events that your group is hosting.
• Information on upcoming events that are relevant to your group
(e.g. events run by your local council or other Landcare groups in
the area).
• Photos from your Landcare events.
• Sharing content from other relevant social media profiles
(i.e. sharing on Facebook or retweeting on Twitter).

Ways to keep it interesting:
• Create a mix of content, some about your own group activities and
some that is relevant and interesting to your fans.
• Create and share a variety of content types. You can share photos,
links to interesting articles or websites, videos, etc.
• Consider social media when planning any promotions or activities and
think about what content you can generate, such as photos or videos.

If people are following
you it means they are
interested in the work
you do and the issues
relevant to your group,
so it’s important that the
content you share is
relevant and engaging.

• Facebook is a particularly visual medium and photos are good to share
and keep your profile looking fresh (see figure 4.1).
• Think about what time of day you are sharing your content – Twitter
in particular acts as a live stream of information, so it’s good to share
information when your audience is on social media and will see it.
• Look at other groups similar to yours and see what they are doing on
social media; it will be a good way of finding out what sorts of things
could work for you too.
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Moderating your Social Media Site
One thing to be aware
of when comparing
social media to
traditional methods
of communication is
its interactive nature
and the fact that your
profiles are open to the
public 24/7!

People can post a query, comment or suggestion at any time and for this

Figure 5.1

reason you need to consider how you will monitor and moderate your
social media profiles (see figure 5.1).
Some important things to consider include:
Who will look after your social media pages?
People commenting or asking questions on your social media site will
often expect a timely response, so it is important that there is always
someone looking after your social media sites at any one time. You may
want to split the responsibility amongst a few people.
What will your social media policy be?
A conversation on social media should be much like a conversation at a
dinner party. You may not agree with what everyone has to say, but you
should respect their right to say it.
When will you check your social media pages?
You will need to check on your social media sites more frequently as
you gain more followers, but at a minimum you should be checking on
them a few times a week. This is particularly important when addressing
any negative feedback, which can easily spiral out of control if left
unaddressed for too long.
How will you address negative feedback?
It is good to have a policy in place on how you will address difficult
questions or negative comments.
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Don’t delete comments
you don’t like. A general
rule of thumb is that you
are entitled to delete a
comment or question
that is discriminatory,
racist, abusive, obscene,
inflammatory or unlawful,
but not simply annoying!

Moderations Tips

Figure 5.2

• When dealing with negative feedback, some comments and
questions need immediate responses, whereas others can be left if
they don’t ask a direct question (see figure 5.2).
• If you are responding to negative feedback, be honest. Remember
your response is on a public forum and what goes on the internet,
stays on the internet!
• Don’t be rude. You may not agree with a comment posted on
your profile, but responding in a rude or aggressive way will only
encourage more negative feedback.
• Your social media policy should encourage people to be respectful
and you should lead by example.
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Promoting your social media pages
Now that you’re
out there tweeting
and sharing status
updates, tell people
about it, so they have
the opportunity to
engage with you on
social media!

Figure 6.3

Figure 6.1

Think about all the different ways
you have traditionally promoted
your group or network’s activities
and see if they will work for you
when promoting your social

Website or blog

media profiles.
Figure 6.4

Some good opportunities for

Newsletters and
e-newsletters

promotion include adding social
media links to your:
• Newsletters and e-newsletters
(Figure 6.1).
• Flyers and event invitations
(Figure 6.2).

Figure 6.2
Email signatures

• Website or blog (Figure 6.3).
• Email signatures (Figure 6.4).

Flyers and
event invitations
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Now it’s your turn...
Hopefully this manual
has armed you with a
basic understanding
of how to get the best
out of the most popular
social media sites,
and how to use them
to communicate with
a new audience and
connect with likeminded people, groups
and organisations.

Even though everyone has different needs and goals when it comes to
the social sphere, there are a few key questions to ask yourself as you
get started:

Connect with us
If you haven’t already connected with Landcare Australia on

• Do I have clear goals about what I want to achieve by using
social media?
• What do I want to communicate?
• Which social media site will best help me reach my goals?
• Do I have the resources to be active on social media?

social media, we’d love to hear from you, to engage with you and
to share your stories.
Like us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/landcareaustralia
Follow us on Twitter

Once you have thought about these questions, the best piece of advice

www.twitter.com/landcareaust

is just to get started and learn along the way. You will learn much more

Subscribe to our YouTube channel

by getting practical experience through giving it a go and interacting

www.youtube.com/LandcareEducation

with others.

Further hints and tips
If you think you have a good grasp of the basics and are ready to learn
more, there are some great blogs and websites that offer advice on nearly
every social media topic imaginable. Here are some good ones that you
may wish to visit:
Non Profit Tech 2.0
www.nonprofitorgs.wordpress.com
Connecting Up
www.connectingup.org/blog
Mashable
www.mashable.com/social-media
TED
www.ted.com/talks
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